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1. INTRODUCTION
Previous research
Takahashi et al. (1983)*

・The angle between the wave front and
the wall

Impulsive pressure by breaking wave
on a vertical wall

・The compressibility of air

In order to predict impulsive wave pressure accurately……
Numerical model which can treat complex interface deformation

*Takahashi, S., Tanimoto, K., Suzumura, S. (1983) :
Generation Mechanism of Impulsive Pressure by Breaking Wave on a Vertical Wall
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1. INTRODUCTION
But….
・The density of water differs by about 800 times from the air at normal temperature
・The pressure gradient in the equation of motion is inversely proportional to the
density

Therefore…

Disturbance of the pressure on the liquid phase side generates excessive
pressure on the gas phase side, and numerical instability occurs at gasliquid interface.
(The convergence is poor, it takes time to calculate.)

In this study….
Apply a scheme changing the influence of numerical viscosity depending on the
fluid volume fraction
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2.1. Numerical model
CADMAS-SURF/3D-2F

instability

(Super Roller Flume for Computer Aided Design of Maritime Structure)

Gas-liquid two-phase simulator

Discretization of advection term
・1st order accuracy upwind difference

Hybrid scheme

Central difference

・2nd order accuracy central difference
(Scheme value) = VP-DONOR*(upwind difference)
+ (1-VP-DONOR)*(central difference)

Upwind difference

What is VP-DONOR?
VP-DONOR= weight of numerical viscosity term
*VP-DONOR=0.2 is recommended in CADMAS-SURF

Advection equation of F

*Reference : Coastal Development Institute of Technology
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2.1. Numerical model
Experiment

Hybrid scheme

VP DONOR 0.2

VP DONOR 0.5
Central difference

Upwind difference

VP DONOR 1.0
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2.2. Application of new scheme
Ex.) VP-DONOR=0.2

START

The difference scheme value
is chenged according to F

Upwind difference in all cells

YES

NO

handle with all cells

NO

YES

END
Tend to be a central difference （2nd order accuracy）
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2.2. Application of new scheme
Ex.) VP-DONOR=0.2 (VP-DONOR= weight of numerical viscosity term)
・λ=0.84 (α=1.0)
・λ=0.68 (α=2.0)
λ

F=0.2

λ=1.0 when F=0.0
Regardless of α

・λ=0.2 (α=5.0)
・λ=0.2 (α=8.0)
・λ=0.2 (α=10.0)

VP-DONOR=0.2 in all cells
(Original source code)
Gas phase

Liquid phase

Upwind: Central = 0.8:0.2

λ=0.2 when F=1.0
Regardless of α
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2.3. Numerical conditions
Reproduction target : Arikawa(2015)
PG

The position of pressure gauge[cm]
(from potentiometric surface)
PG6 : +55
PG1 : +5
PG7 : +65
PG2 : +15
PG8 : +75
PG3 : +25
PG9 : +85
PG4 : +35
PG10 : +95
PG5 : +45

The height of solitary wave : 0.20m

*Arikawa, T. (2015) : Consideration of Characteristics of Pressure on Seawall by
Solitary Waves Based on Hydraulic Experiments
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2.3. Numerical conditions
Calculation case

Grid (horizontal direction)
Range[m]
-0.6~0.0

Δz[m]
Num.
0.05
12
Max. : 0.0408
0.0~27.1
1090
Min. : 0.0100
27.1~29.5
0.01
240
Total number of grids(x)
1342
Total number of grids

Grid (vertical direction)
Range[m]

Δz[m]

Num.

0.0~3.4

0.005

680

Total number of grids(z)
912560

680
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2.4. Numerical results
Comparison of water level

WG2

WG6

WG1

・It was hard to reproduce on the shore
side from WG6 in ORG.

WG8

WG8
Overestimation

・The case of overestimation in WG8
was consistent with experiment
qualitatively
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2.4. Numerical results
PG1
Comparison
・Original
・Single
・Experiment

・Numerical noise occurs in single phase
・The wave front was disturbed by numerical vibration before the solitary wave collided to the vertical
wall in ORG.
unstable
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2.4. Numerical results
PG1

Comparison of new scheme and experiment

α = 10：Tend to be a central difference
（2nd order accuracy）
α = 1： Tend to be a upwind difference （
suppress numerical vibration）

・Waveform becomes blunt because the numerical
viscosity is large in the case of α = 1.0
・The case of α = 8.0, 10.0 are generally consistent
with experiment
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2.4. Numerical results

Breaking wave and splash are reproduced well in this case

Secondary jet that occurred after landing of the breaking wave jet collided near PG3
Impulsive wave pressure occurred
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2.4. Numerical results
PG3

α = 1.0

ORG.
Numerical instability

Strong spike noise

Due to breaking
wave jet

α = 2.0

α = 5.0

α = 8.0

Single

・Because breaking wave haven’t occurred, couldn’t confirm the
generation of impulsive wave pressure in the case of α = 1.0
・In the case of α=2.0 and 5.0, wave crest is affected by the
numerical viscosity when wave front of solitary wave rises due to
shallow water deformation

α = 10.0
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3. Improvement of computational efficiency
It takes time to calculate the matrix by increasing the nonzero diagonal
components of the coefficient matrix
→ because calculate not only the liquid phase region but also the gas phase region

・Water depth : 20m
・Wave making height : 2.0m
・Wave making period : 10.0s

Hybrid parallelization of matrix solution,
improvement of SIMD order rate
Grid condition
Case
130 million

Num. of grids(x)

Num. of grids(y)

Num. of grids(z)

1800

1800

40

Total
129,600,000

Computation time(s)
Num. of parallel→

Peak performance ratio
SIMD order rate (%)

16nodes

100nodes

1600nodes

10000nodes

ORG.

190.7052

21.7521

3.0794

2.0172

Multi Color

457.8419

62.2602

6.9181

Hyper Plane

561.301

53.533

Hyper Plane JK

131.6975

16.8197

16nodes

100nodes

ORG.

13.0394

13.8535

11.6717

7.7689

2.9142

Multi Color

32.1972

33.039

26.7626

17.1918

4.4648

2.0526

Hyper Plane

29.294

29.1314

24.2276

14.6718

2.7665

1.9201

Hyper Plane JK

30.4694

31.6548

23.2881

12.4791

Red : The most efficient case
Blue : The worst efficient case

Num. of parallel→

1600nodes 10000nodes

※Measurement range
→ Routine about BiCGSTAB
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4. CONCLUSIONS
ü Both of single-phase and two-phase simulator could reproduce wave height
ü In two-phase simulator, when estimating the impulsive wave force acting on the
vertical wall, we could confirm improvement of computational accuracy and
stability by applying upwind difference to gas phase region and difference scheme
corresponding to fluid volume fraction of each cell to the gas-liquid mixing region
ü Computation time was shortened by excluding the dependence between the elements
at the time of forward substitution and backward substitution process in the matrix
solution and hybrid parallelizing

Future works
ü Organize accuracy and efficiency according to problems
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